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Flyff leveling guide 2019

Hello guys, I'd like to share with you what I learn about how to level from Level 1 - Level 121H in this game. The level is difficult, but when you aim for it, you can make it to the top. But first let me advise you one thing for this manual having a double bill is required, but if you can't you can still do it, but you make it 2x harder than having a double account level for you. The goal is to have a double account for
you to align with the leeches because you are supposedly to create help (RM on 2ND Work) for you to have buffs and skills. Once the characters are created, you'll be in Flaris. The alignment should start after taking fans from buff pang in the middle of the flaris, after taking the positive effect you are now willing to go, create a party or join the party in partyfinder if you want to level quickly because the
deposit mode in the party will help you level quickly. Then you will now go into aibatt, the first level 1 crowd in the game, level up to level 2, then jump on mushpang, direct alignment to burudeng, pukepuke. When you are at your level 7 or 8. You can go to Madren Town and take on some demis to level 10. Then you can go to doridoma or head straight to lawoif's. Your goal is to align on flaris to get the 1st
job. You will level the lawoif to level 12 or 13, then you can go to the feferna and nyangnyang at level 15 (Bangui is also in if you have a high level of amateurs, but if you don't have good amateurs, don't dare go or you'll have a hard time). After getting Level 15 go take the job for your ideal class and especially get help for your alternative character because you will need RM for future level. After taking the
1st job, now you are ready to level in the holy morning. First you can go take bangs outside of saintmorning, these are the best monsters that you can take on your first job (or you can stay in nyangnyang if you prefer so), you will stay there at level 18. After getting level 18 you can go to wagsaac, take on some wagsaacs and level up to 20-21. (OOPS be sure to use freebies in the game you can check out
the website for freebies of each level). At level 20 you can get a board that will help you fly, you can go fly to pumpkin city. Outside the pumpkin town you will see caviar mia, which you will level up to level 22-23, before again pumpkin city at pumpkin level, mantis, jackhammer, and gigglebox to level 31-32. After getting the desired level you can go to the rockmuscle and hobo (fantasy desert) level to 34-35
before you go to dumbull, you can level up to dumbull up to 37, so you can take on totems. You will level the totemia to the level of 39-40, so you can take on the cardpuppet. You can stay on the puppet map at 41-42 before going to the garden or Garden Rizis, where you will level up to 49-50. Take on the monsters in this sequence. Tombstonebearer (43-44)-Phantom Basque (45-46)-Joker (47-48-
Wheelem (49-50). Now you're going to Darkon. Now this sequence will help you level up to level 60 and take on the second job. Leyena - 50-51 Steamwalker - 52-54 Steel Knight - 55-56 Nuttywheel - 57-58 Driller/Volt - 58 - 60 This is the best level to take these mobs easily, because if you are a beginner and don't have a strong buffer, I strongly recommend the level just within reach of your levels for you to
kill quickly and get more exp. After taking the level of 60 and changing jobs now you will follow this sequence to the level up to 70. Go to The Darkon and follow this sequence, so you can level up to 70, if you don't prefer the darkon level you can just go to the B1 and level there, but they are stronger and exp lower than the mobs outside the dungeon, still just follow the mob level sequence. Bolt - 60-61
Elderguard - 60-63 Garbagepider - 64-65 Cranemachinery - 66-68 Sillaka/Ghamong - 69-70 After hitting level 70 you get a freebie Azria Ticket (15 days) you can go to Asia and level there. Follow this sequence to level 115. Yetti 70-73 (Extra 70-75 you can start aligning on mutant yeti on 73, but its hard) Mutant Yetti - 75-80 Augu - 80-85 Mutant Augu - 85-91 Ghost of the Forgotten Prince - 91-9197 Ghost
of the Forgotten King - 97 - 104 Mammoth - 104 - 110 Cannibal Mammoth - 110 - 115 P.S - If you have a difficult alignment time you can go to Darkon 3 and level there, but I highly recommend azria, because you can get more exp, The mobs are not as strong and you can get a lot of stump drop and item drops. After hitting level 105 (you can skip the cannibal mammoth if you want, I also missed the
shaduwar, because I do not prefer the level in the shaduwar there are a few spawning monsters, but you can take their quest points so you can get exp.), you can already move on to the last leveling place. Dungeon B5. where it consists of a level of 110-120 mobs. Follow this sequence on the alignment on b5. Little Gannes - 105-110 Ganesa - 110-112 Captain Ganesa - 112-114 Small Asuraz - 114-116
Asuraz - 116-118 Captain Asuraz - 118-120 If you hit the level 120 99%, you can take the main job in the wolf wolf, and when you get back to 60, just follow the instructions again to the hero (it will take a long time because you will take 50% below exp, but its easier because you can kill mobs quickly and you have extra stats.). And that's all, I hope this guide has helped you all. Originally published as
MessageSakuraMail: 4Join Date : 2010-05-26Age : 28Inage : PortugalSubject: GUIDE Level from Level 1 and 120 Wed May 26, 2010 7:16pm This will be done in steps. Starting at Level 1 and increasing by 15.1. Create a character.2. Sign up for your character3. Run to the center of Flarine.4. Get buffs from Buff Pang, next to Bank.5. Run to Aybatts, near North Flaris.6. Kill one, and you level to about 5.7.
NOTE: Add all STR stats to level 15.8. Head back to East Flaris. Use the map (M.9. Buy Flaris Blinkwing from Marche (Magic Shop).10. Move to Burudeng.11. Kill a couple of couples to about 7.12. Go to The Demians, right next to the bridge connecting with Madren Town.13. Kill some and level to about 9'10. NOTE: You may need food from here to prevent death.14 Take lawolves, on a large hill near the
bridge over the riverWeeping.15. Kill a few of them and level up to 15.16. Use your Blinkwing to Flaris.17. Choose the class you want. For help: Magician: Mercenary: Acrobat: alignment after 15.NOTE: This guide doesn't give you any class builds. Sorry for the inconvenience!1. Buy some Level 15 equipment and weapons/weapons and shield from (shield) Boboko, (Shield) Boboku, (Shield2) Luda, and/or
(Magic) Marche.2. Buy Saintmorning Blinkwing.3. Use Blinkwing to Saintmorning.4. Find your way to the middle of the city (Bank)5. Behind the large building, there are Bangs.6. Kill a few bangs and level to about 17.7. Go to Wagsaaki, across a dirt road8. Kill a few and level to about 20.9. Congratulations! You're in level 20! You have the power now to ride/use a flying device (broom, board, wings, bike).10.
If you haven't done it before, go to (Station) Tina or back to Flaris (Station) Dior.11. When there, buy a broom /board/wings.12. If you bought it in Sentmorning, fly to Mr. Pumpkin. (M), Monster Info.13. If you bought in Flaris, Blinkwing back to Sentmorning, then fly to Mr. Pumpkin. (M), Monster Info.14. Once at Mr. Pumpkin's, kill them before 11:15 p.m. Move to Red Mantis C/B/A.16. Kill to about 27.17.
Move to Little Giggle Boxes.18. Kill them before you near the level of 30.19. Congratulations! You're in level 30! Now you have the power to own a Level 30 set and weapons of your class! You can choose to get them, buy level 24 blue armor, or wait until you level 33 for other armor. Further alignment after 30.1. Open the map (M) and fly to Captain Rockmukkles in the Fantasy Desert.2 Kill some of them
and level to about 33.3. Move to DumbBulls in the valley west of Rockmulles. If lost, use a map (M.4. Kill some of them until you're near level 36.5. Coming to the valley, cut into an open part of Totemias or Maid Cardpuppets.6. Level from them until you know the level well. Otherwise, your card (M) will be good for this.9. Fly to Tombstone Bearers.10. Kill them until you level 41.11. Go to Basque-lumping12.
Kill them until you're about level 44.13. Fly across the island to the pranksters or Wheelems, whatever you can kill.14 Kill them. 45.15. You've hit the 45! Now you have the power to own a level 45 set and weapons of your class! You can choose to get these, buy level 43 blue armor, or wait until you level 53 for other armor. Further alignment after 45.1. To move on from your level, you can... a) Fly back to
Saintmorning Magic Shop) flashes to Saintmorningc) flashes to Flaris2. If you decide to use a) or b), go to the magic shop and buy Flaris Blinkwings.3. Use Blinkwing to Flaris.4. NOTE: This part will require a lot of flying time. Use the flying device and head over on Leyenas Darcon 1. If you're lost or confused at your destination, use a map (M).6. Once you're in Leyena caviar, get out of your flying device.
Kill them before you near the 50.8 level. Move to Steamwalkers or Steel Knights, no matter how you feel you can handle it. The fight is either Steamwalkers or Become Knights, level to about 54'55.10. Fly to the captain/small drillers.11. You can choose a level up to 60 from here, or you can go a bit to Volts.12. Any way... Congratulations! You hit level 60! Now you have the power to own a level 60 set and
weapons (s) your class! You can choose to get these, buy level 53 blue armor, or buy a level 60 CW armor.13. Choose the second class you want. If You're An Assist, a BillPoster Job quest guide: Ringmaster Job quest Guide: You're a Wizard, Elementor Job Quest: Psykeeper Job quest Guide: You're a Mercenary, Blade Job quest Guide: Knight Job quest Guide: You're an acrobat, Ranger Job quest guide:
Knight Job quest guide: alignment after 60.NOTE: Seeing how you've covered the lighter parts (get to level 60), you can now start using the Scroll Gain (from voting to demonflyff.com) to enhance your gaming experience. Kinda. Not really, just to make you level faster1. Now that you level 60 2nd grade with your brand new skills, you can probably kill a higher level of masquerpets.2. Starting at Darkon, fly
your way to Crane Machineries.3. Kill them until you're near level 66.4. Now you have a choice. You can continue the fight in Darkon or you can take a step towards Azria.NOTE: For Azria, you have to buy a ticket for 1.5 m. So if you don't have another character to buy for you, it's best to hope you've been picking up the stump Way. This guide will continue with the monsters of Azria.5. So now you're in
Azria. Go to yetis, which should be near the place where you are.6 Kill them before you near the level of 70.7. Hang out dirt road and find yourself on the mutant Yettis.8. Hunt them until you're about to level 76.9. Congratulations! You're in level 75! Now you have the power to own a level 75 set and weapons (s) your class! You can save your previous set, buy a new set or buy level 71 blue armor. Further
alignment after 75.1. Get on your flying device and fly across the bridge to Augus, on the right side. (August blue) 2. Track them down until you're around level 83. This would be a good time to use AoE (if you have) as there is a large caviar in middle.3. Now go the dirt road and take care of the Mutant Agus. Find a large hill with one tree in the middle. When you find it, head to it. Since there is also a large
caviar here, you need AoE. Kill them before you near the 90.5 level. Congratulations! You're in level 90! Now you have the power to own a level 90 set and weapons (s) your class! You can choose to save your previous set, buy a new set (recommended for blades, rangers, jesters, ringmasters), or buy level 83 blue armor. Further alignment after 90.1. Use the flying device and fly past the bridge again to the
Ghost of the Forgotten Princes, on the left, by Mutant Yettis.2. If you AoE build, there's a nice caviar here in the princes in the little corner of the map, just before the Kings.3. Track them down until you're about 95.4. If you know the way to the Ghost of the Forgotten Kings, then go there. If not, fly to the end of the map, where the snow walls. Hunt them until you're around level 100.6. Well, now you can
choose either: Use your Azria ticket to get out and return to spawn on the bridge or... Fly to the other end of the map past the bridge again7. Now you have to be in Mammoths. No cannibals mammoths, only mammoths (level 109).8. These are good money makers like good drops of singing and loot. Hunt these prehistoric creatures down until you are around the level of 107.10. Congratulations! You hit
level 105! Now you have the power to own a level 105 set and weapons (s) your class! You can save your previous set or buy a level 105 set (very recommended for each class, AoE or 1v1). Further alignment after the level of 105.1. So, you have to have your new level of 105 set. This should be very good for alignment, with or without a tanker. Find your way to the big mammoths. These are extreme
damage dealers if you level 107 AoEing. We recommend: find a HERO tanker that is full of STA. (RM or BP is the best) 4. Now, let's say you have a tanker on cannibals. He/she should be able to take on 30 cannibals without dying. Each prey will be theirs if they are not extremely generous (this will not happen often).5. Kill them before you near the level of 113.6. Well, when you level 113, ask your tanker,
They can tank for you on Captain Asuras (in the tower, costs 100K to get in) in Cyclops X (on the island of Curion, costs 24m to get into). Either way, they get prey.7 Whichever you convince them to tank for you, you can level there until you level 120.8. Congratulations! You're in level 120! Now you have the power to own a level 120 set and weapons (s) your class! You can use your previous set
(recommended if you are not rich) or get a lot of red chips to buy level 120 set.9. Now that you level 120, you have two options. 1. You go full STA and tank for people. Or two. Go to the Volcano Dungeon to become a Master and get a cool M next to your name.10. Before you, your choice, everything that floats your boat. I don't care now that I've finished this guide.. F.A.S.: Oh, wow... No life much,
Sakuragi? A: Actually, I have a life I play sports and continue in my grade 7 education. In: Hmm... Do I smell Flyff Vicky? A: Well, it's true, I used Flyff Wiki for some of my guides. But I'll credit it after the F.A.S.: Could you help me level the pls? A: No, sorry, I'm taking a break from Flyff. Maybe back to another time though. CREDITSSakuragi nirvana619Posts : 2Join Date : 2010-05-25Subject: Re: GUIDE
Level from Level 1 and 120 Thu May 27, 2010 4:53am This guide was made for Demon FlyFF? Don't you? Doesn't take that many monsters to the level as described but a good review. Twitter: 2Join Date: 2010-05-13Subect: Re: GUIDE Level from Level 1 and 120 Fri May 28, 2010 12:16 p.m. Quote: Hmm... Do I smell Flyff Vicky? A: Well, it's true, I used Flyff Wiki for some of my guides. But I'll credit it after
the F.A.S.: Could you help me level the pls? A: No, sorry, I'm taking a break from Flyff. Maybe back to another time though. CREDITSSakuragi I see ... / ridicule pcmasterPosts : 3Join Date : 2010-05-24Subject: Re: GUIDE Level 1 - 120 Sat May 29, 2010 10:19am 35-120 Buy tick island and Azria NPC at the Flaris Center. butbuddiesPosts : 1Join Date : 2010-05-29Subect: Re: GUIDE Level from Level 1
and 120 Sat May 29, 2010 10:04pm lvl1-15 1 : Small aibat1 : Giant MushpangDone ChadsterPosts : 78Join Date : 2010-05-29Age : 28Cacia : VolcaneSubject: Re: GUIDE Level from Level 1 - 120 Sun May 30, May 30, 2010 12:15 am butbuddies wrote: lvl1-15 1 : Small aibat1 : Giant MushpangDone So True :3 nickthenickPosts : 190Join Date : 2010-05-07Age : 30Location : Gologist City :)Insubsage: Re:
GUIDE Level from Level 1 and 120 Sun May 30, 2010 6:31 a.m. Points for effort. But don't be offended this guide is not Giolog Flyff accurate! FlynxMail : 5Join Date : 2010-05-30Age : 28Postage : Alberta, CanadaSubject: Re: GUIDE Level from Level 1 and 120 Thu June 03, 2010 4:18pm Easier from lvl 1-15 to go for the positive effect of pang in Flaris, then go southwest of Flaris and kill Little Aibatt and
then kill Babari, which is between Flaris and Flaris Pool Collection. lvl 1-15 and you also stay close by so you take less time on the road. Don't try. It's not working. Babari does not give exp when you kill him. I just tried kylezXPosts : 35Join Date : 2010-07-06Age : 26Subject: Re: GUIDE Level from level 1 - 120 W Yul 06, 2010 11:01am I suppose it might give someone a new flyff idea, but u used rly basic
information and im guessing that with what I've heard the stakes of this server are (them on my cousin and I found this site, I can't wait to go home to play!!!!) them assuming it is not rly accurate sponsored contentSubject : Re: GUIDE Level with Level 1 and 120 GUIDE Level 1 and 120 Page 2 2
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